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DO NOT MISS

7th edition

International Multihull
Boat Show
7th edition of the International
Multihull Boat Show
The event for enthusiasts, not to be missed
Do you like multihulls? Do you want to discover the new boats thought up by the builders? See their complete range of boats? Talk
to the naval architects? Meet the journalists
from your favorite magazine? Well you have
no choice: we’ll see you from 13th to 17th
April for the 7th edition of the International
Multihull Boat Show.
The story began in 2010. The first edition of
the Multihull Boat Show took place in
Lorient, Brittany, and everyone, visitors and
professionals alike, was delighted with the
experience. The 12,000 visitors who came to
see around thirty cruising multihulls multiplied year after year , and for this 7th edition,
the organizers have promised us around sixty
boats. It is now definitively based in the
Mediterranean, at La Grande Motte, a seaside
resort situated around twenty kilometers from

Montpellier, and 150 from Marseille, close to
their international airports. The International
Multihull Show can be proud of presenting a
complete panorama of cruising multihull production, and above all several new boats,
exhibited to the public for the first time, as
well as a unique pool of architects and everything of interest to multihull enthusiasts. A
unique meeting which all those of you who
like cruising in a boat, whether in the framework of a round the world trip or a week’ s
charter in a corner of paradise, cannot miss.
For a preview of what we are going to
be seeing at La Grande Motte from
13th to 17th April 2016, follow the
guide...
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DO NOT MISS

International
Multihull Show

A

round sixty cruising multihulls - catamarans and trimarans, from 33 to
70 feet (10 to 21 meters) long, sailing and motor boats, coming from all
over the world - will be present at the International Multihull Show .
A little overview of the boats and builders you will be able to see this year .

BALI 4.0
The Bali 4.0 will inevitably be one of the show’ s attractions.
Since its launch and presentation at Le Nautic in Paris, where
its distinctive features greatly intrigued both visitors and professionals, the boat has been tested by Multihulls W orld’s journalists. You can see a full test in the edition you have in your
hands (page 96)...
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NEW BOATS
ribs on the hull sides, already seen on the
450 S, improve the passage through the
water, the frontal perception, and allow
semi-island access to the forward cabin
bunks.

LAGOON 42

3: The mast foot is in a central position, for
better weight centering. The shorter boom
simplifies mainsail handling; the slim sail
plan favors the top of the square-headed
mainsail. The increased area of the fore
triangle gives more ‘punch’ to the selftacking jib, and allows a wider choice of downwind sails.

4: The large exterior saloon with seating aft easily allows 8 guests to be
accommodated around a table which is completely protected from
external conditions; opposite, a chaise longue for relaxing.

We saw it for the first time at the Düsseldorf show last January , then at
Miami in February. But the Multihull Show will be the opportunity to see
the Lagoon 42 for the first time afloat in Europe. The full test of this
much-awaited boat is now planned and will be available very shortly
in Multihulls World. In the meantime, here in 10 points are the first elements our in-house tester has been able to pick up during his various
visits to the boat shows:
1: Particular care has been taken with access to the aft decks from the
quay or the dinghy, as well as safety for swimmers climbing back
aboard. The bathing ladder is foolproof.

2: The designer Patrick le Quément collaborated in the smoothing out
of the 42’s silhouette; the optimization of the weight specification at 12t
is a good result, given the volume and the interior comfort. The internal

5: The steering position, situated well forward, remains perfectly integrated into life aboard; it offers a new perspective. Access to the top of the
coachroof and the boom is practical; the break in the level with the
cockpit is small; helm-cockpit-saloon communication is optimized.
6: The completely redesigned nav. station accommodates a (standing)
sail-handling area at the mast foot: creative ergonomics and readability
are perceptible.

7: The all-purpose headsail is of course the self-tacking jib; its area and
efficiency have been increased, but it remains easy to use.
8: Moving the mast aft significantly reduces pitching.

9: As an option, a bowsprit will allow a big code 0 or a good-sized
asymmetric spinnaker to be flown, for good performance in light
weather.

10: The Nauta-Lagoon interior volumes are still as impressive. The
coachroof ventilation (2 opening hatches at the front) and the fluidity of
the opening bay window contribute to decompartmentalizing the saloon.

LUCIA 40 FOUNTAINE PAJOT
You saw it for its world premiere in Paris, then at Düsseldorf and Miami. The brand-new 40footer from Fountaine Pajot caused a sensation at each of its outings, and will without a
doubt be one of the most-visited boats at the forthcoming multihull show . You will be able to
see a full test very soon in your favorite magazine, but in the meantime, here is Philippe
Echelle’s account of the Lucia 40.
1: The nav. station on the semi-flybridge is characteristic of the builder ’s philosophy; the
electric winches are included in the Oceanic package.
2: The stub keels are glued on, which is a safety feature in case of a major accidental
impact.

3: The collision bulkheads are very far forward, to of fer a maximum amount of space in the
cabins; the forepeaks are lockers and can’t be fitted out. The forward part of the coachroof is
dedicated to a sunbathing area.

4: The new portlight cutouts replace the former ‘cat’ s eyes’; the light wells have been significantly enlarged.

5: The owner’s hull offers exceptional facilities in this size of boat. Shower , WC
and washbasin are cleverly separated.
6: The noticeable increase in the quality of the accommodation has revolutionized the new range; it is particularly noticeable on the Lucia 40, the work on the
lighting, the style and the choice of materials can be seen clearly .
7: The Lucia’s silhouette is very pleasant - compact without appearing heavy ,
and very contemporary; the 40’ would easily lend itself to customized decoration.

8: The Lucia’s construction uses the now classic infusion process, but several
major parts (bimini, deck) are manufactured using injection, an avant-garde
technique completely mastered by the Charente-based builder.

9: The hull below the waterline has an anti-osmosis gelcoat and a first layer of
fiber laminated with Vinylester (a very high quality resin); the antifouling option
carried out by the builder also includes an epoxy protection.
10: The square-headed mainsail is standard; the 10.7m²/t ratio favors good
cruising performance
.
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DO NOT MISS
LEOPARD 43 PC
Motor catamaran lovers, you will be delighted when you come to La Grande
Motte, where each year a few more of these multihulls (which are becoming
more and more popular) are presented. The proof – Leopard has chosen the
International Multihull Show to present the brand new Leopard 43 PC for its
European premiere. A resolutely modern boat which is impressive both in terms
of the living area aboard – we particularly appreciated the volume of the cabins,
which is intelligently increased by the choice of hulls with a longitudinal step –
and from a performance point of view. During the first tests of the Powercat, designed by Simonis-Voogd Design, the boat reached a top speed of 22.7 knots,
while remaining relatively sober in terms of consumption. A boat in which to
enjoy both cruising and the anchorage. Because from this point of view , the South African builder’s 43-footer is rather well endowed: the flybridge is particularly well-equipped, with a grill, a
bar and a really comfortable saloon. On the 43 PC we also find the now traditional interior passage leading to the forward cockpit, easing movement around the boat and allowing optimal
ventilation aboard.
Inside, the seating and the table are situated at the aft end of the saloon, which allows better
communication with the aft cockpit. These two areas can even be joined, by completely opening the sliding glazed doors. We have entered the era of the ‘Open’ style boat... Ahead of the
saloon, the modern, very well equipped galley of fers an uninterrupted view of the anchorage.
Full test very soon in Multihulls W orld...

OUTREMER 4 X
NAUTITECH OPEN 46
The brand-new
Nautitech will be presented to the public for
the first time at La
Grande Motte.
On this 46-footer, we
of course find once
again the ‘Open’
concept, which has
appealed to a wide
clientele and was
requested by owners
of the Open 40.
Aboard the Nautitech
Open 46, we therefore
find once again the saloon and cockpit merged into one large, convivial living
area. The interior accommodation, designed by Stéphane Roséo and available with three or four cabins, is modern, comfortable, elegant and functional.
Designed by Marc Lombard,
this new Nautitech should also
appeal to those who like good
average speeds under sail, as
it is quite light (the builder
advertises 10.8 tonnes unladen), with a upwind sail area
of nearly 125m². We can’t wait
to test it!

Outremer's staff have been very successful in
keeping their secret: they will be presenting a
boat for its world premiere, afloat, at La
Grande Motte, without having revealed
(almost) anything. Enough to ensure a record
number of visitors!
The Outremer 4X is in fact the Racing version
of the 45, with lengthened hulls, carbon main
bulkheads, mast and daggerboards, and an
increased sail area. Lighter, livelier and more
powerful, this 4X remains a genuine cruising
boat, however, with comfortable accommodation (designed by Franck Darnet), but capable
of 24-hour averages which would be the envy
of many racing boats.

ALL THE EXHIBITORS
ACM CATAMARANS - AGL MARINE - AHIMSA SURFBOARDS - AIR BOOST - AIRLAB TROTTINETTES - ANCASTA - ASANTE YACHTEN - ASSEA BOAT.COM SOLAR
SOLUTIONS - ASSURANCES MARITIMES DE LASSEE - ATLANTIC BAIL PLAISANCE - AURINCO PANNEAUX SOLAIRES (ROBIN MARINE) - AVENTURA CATAMARANS BALI CATAMARANS - BANULSDESIGN - BAVARIA CATAMARANS - BERRET-RACOUPEAU YACHT DESIGN - BH SERVICE - BMW GROUPE GRIM - BOREO COLORI
FRANCE - CAP SATEC - CAPITOLE FINANCE - TOFINSO - CARIBE - GROUPE YB - CATANA CATAMARANS - CERTEC - CEST MED - CHANNEL YACHT - CM CIC BAIL CMED EXPERTISES - CNB LAGOON CUSTOM - COM UN DRAPEAU - COMAR YACHTS - COMPAGNIE HYDROTECHNIQUE - CONSEIL GENERAL HERAULT - DECO ADER
NAUTISME - DELTA VOILES - DOLINK TRACKING (ROBIN MARINE) - DREAM YACHT CHARTER - EM BOTALO - EN ECO - ETTORE YACHTING - EUROMED EUROP'SAILS - EWOL PROPELLER - FENDERTEX - FENWICK YANMAR - FLEXITEEK - FOUNTAINE PAJOT CATAMARANS - FOUNTAINE PAJOT MOTOR YACHTS FURUNO - FUSION ELECTRONICS - GARCIA YACHTING - GARCIA YACHTING - GRAND CATAMARAN CIE - GROUPE GRIMM BMW - HELLY HANSEN - HIGHFIELD/
CARIBE - INCIDENCES SAILS - INFINITRANS - JAGUAR CATAMARANS INTERNATIONAL - JARIC - JFA YACHTS - KIRIACOULIS - KVH ATENNE TV SAT (ROBIN MARINE)
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NEW BOATS

PRIVILÈGE SERIE 6
Privilège Marine will be presenting two catamarans for their
world premieres, including this very beautiful Série 6, which
replaces the much-appreciated Privilège 615 in the builder ’s
range.
This luxurious blue-water cruising catamaran has been completely redesigned by the builder ’s R & D department and the
architect Marc Lombard. More modern and even more comfortable, the Serie 6 has been designed to of fer the performance under sail that Privilege owners are entitled to expect.
A very well-equipped boat for cruising around the world,
whose test you will be able to read very soon...

PRIVILÈGE SERIE 7
This catamaran will be the biggest boat at La Grande Motte. An
out-of-the-ordinary boat, exceptional and much-awaited by lovers
of ‘multiyachts’. With a length of 22.7 meters and a beam of
almost 11 (10.8m to be exact), the living area aboard is phenomenal. The new interior design – which can naturally be customized –
is just superb. But this genuine superyacht is also a true sailing
boat, which will be taking its lucky owner around the world...
The boat to visit!

XQUISITE X5
It will of course be at La Grande Motte for its world premiere: the X5, a South
African catamaran built by Xquisite Yachts is on the way to Europe as we go to
press.
The X5 Sail is a blue-water cruising catamaran whose original design is the Dean
5000, but which has been completely revised by the new team. The X5 has a
new hull design, and a completely redesigned cockpit-saloon area, but retains its
exceptional volumes. A must-see!

PRACTICAL BOAT SHOW
Date: From Wednesday 13th to Sunday 17th April 2016. Open
to the public from 10am to 7pm, except Sunday (close at
6pm).
Place: La Grande Motte, 20km from Montpellier (South of
France).
How to get there: International airport in Montpellier Railway station in Montpellier
Tariff: 8 euros / free for under-16s and students
Accommodation: www.lagrandemotte.com

For a full list of boats and exhibitors, visit the Multihulls W orld
web site:
www.multihulls-world.com

ALL THE EXHIBITORS
LA GRANDE MOTTE - LAGOON - LE DD - LEOPARD CATAMARANS - LES JOYEUX MARINS - LITTLE BOARD - LIZ MER - CAPITOLE FINANCE - LORIMA - MAP YACHTING
PAINT SYSTEMS - MAPA GRILL - MARC LOMBARD YACHT DESIGN GROUP - MC MURDO SECURITE (ROBIN MARINE) - MONREVEDEBATEAU.COM - NAUTEX NAUTIPOLE MEDITERRANEE - NAUTITECH YACHTS - NEEL TRIMARANS - O YACHTS - OCEANVOLT - OUTREMER YACHTING - PANTAENIUS - POCHON PORT NAPOLEON - POSEIDON YACHTING-YACHT CONTROLLER - PRIVILEGE MARINE - REGION LANGUEDOC ROUSSILLON - RIVOYRE INGENIERIE - ROBIN MARINE ROUQUIER OPTIQUE - SAINT CARLES MARINA/ PORT DE CATALOGNE - SEA VIEW PROGRESS - SEAJET ANTIFOULING - SEIMI - SILENT WIND EOLIENNE (ROBIN
MARINE) - SLYDER CATAMARANS - SPI PORT CAMARGUE - STF EUROPE/ SPADE - SWISS CATAMARAN - TAG YACHTS - TAN 66 - TENDER LIFT - THE MOORINGS TIWAL - TORQEEDO - TRANSMER ASSURANCES - V-CATAMARAN - VETUS BV - VOILENSAC SAC EN VOILE - VPLP - WATEVER - WATT AND SEA (ROBIN MARINE) WEAR IS MY BOAT - YACHT CONCEPT - YACHT CONTROLLER - POSEIDON YACHTING - Z SPARS and of course...Multihulls World and the whole team!
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International
Multihull Show
✘

Not to be missed
during your visit
Although new boats are always
eagerly-awaited, they are not the
only ones worth a visit.
Once again this year the builders will be
spoiling us by presenting numerous multihulls which are always interesting to discover or rediscover.

The major builders never miss this show ,
and we will be able to visit almost the full
range of boats from Lagoon, Fountaine Pajot,
Nautitech, Leopard,
Catana, Outremer or
Bali.

DO NOT MISS

and a 5X, whilst Jaguar Catamarans will be
presenting its motor catamaran. Aventura
Catamarans and its 33 and 43-footers will
be present, as will the Neel trimarans - an
example of the much-appreciated 45 will be
on view and will, as in previous years, find
favor with the public. It must be said that the
Neel trimarans are really out-of-the-ordinary,
and offer another way of envisaging bluewater cruising. The builder will also be taking
advantage of the show to announce a new
boat... Finally, you will be able to see the
Gemini 35, one of the most widely sold boats
in the USA, which is starting its career in
Europe, and the Swiss 45, whilst awaiting

✘

Certain builders will also
be coming to La Grande
Motte, but without a boat.

In addition to the new
42, Lagoon will thus
be bringing the 39,
450 F, 52 S and the
40 MY motor cat. As
for Fountaine Pajot,
there will of course be
the brand new Lucia
40 (see above), as
well as the muchremarked and appreciated MY 37 motor
catamaran. A boat for
lovers of long-term
cruising, the Saba 50,
will of course be present at the show , as
will the V ictoria 67,
the flagship of Fountaine Pajot’s range.

Leopard is bringing
no fewer than five
catamarans: two Powercats (the 43 PC and
51 PC) and the Leopard 40, 44 and 48. In
addition to the major new boat, the Open 46,
Nautitech will be presenting two Open 40s
and a 542. An even greater presence, appreciated by the whole of the Bavaria network,
which bought out Nautitech almost two years
ago. Catana/Bali will be offering the opportunity to visit six catamarans, including of
course the Bali range, with the 4.0, 4.3 MY
(the company’s motor catamaran), 4.3 and
4.5, and from Catana, the 47 and perhaps...the 70, but this wasn’t confirmed as
we went to press. Outremer, in addition to
the brand-new 4X, will be present with a 45
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but also

Alibi, Futura, Garcia, JF A
Yachts, Slyder Catamarans,
Squaltec, Tag Yachts, Tan,
V Catamaran and Yacht
Concept will each have a
stand, to present their expertise and their range of boats.
At the International Multihull
Show, you will of course also
find the Multihull Design Club
and its exhibitors, who will be
able to advise you ef fectively
for the preparation of your
project, as well as the numerous equipment manufacturers, offering fittings, sails,
rigging, dinghies, etc., and
the finance and insurance
companies...

the imminent launch of the brand-new Swiss
S48, but also the TS42n Comar 37, Corsair
Pulse 600 and O Yachts Class 4.

Our friends from the Golden Oldies will of
course be at the show, and this year you will
have the privilege of seeing (again) ‘Biscuit
Cantreau III’. An exceptional trimaran in the
history of ocean racing, as this VPLP-designed boat was the first trimaran to sail naturally (and without damage) on one hull. The
surprise will also come from the exceptional
Vitalia II (ex-Orange, holder of the Jules
Verne Trophy), converted into a (very) fast
cruising boat

Finally, the charter companies will have you dreaming,
by presenting their bases in the most
beautiful corners of the world.

When we tell you that the International Multihull Show is not to be
missed...

